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New Prodmts 
VG Transax Bridges the Gap 
VACUUM Generators says 
its ‘Transax XYZ’ transla- 
tor bridges the gap be- 
tween the user friendly 
HPT and very high stabili- 
ty ominax. 
The company says it is 
fully UHV compatible 
with double bellows con- 
struction, so as to offer 
reduced capacity and sta- 
bility but more cost-effec- 
tively for less critical 
applications. It combines 
the z-slide with an xy- 
table joined by a rigid in- 
terface which eliminates 
strain from the mating 
flanges of the z-side. It is 
thermally matched so as 
to allow repeated bakeout 
to 230°C in any orienta- 
tion with a support and 
guidance system that sta- 
bilizes the sample and 
damps out vibration. 
The unit is available in 
three standard z travels 
with x and y movements 
of up to +/-25 mm and is 
Unique seal for leak valves 
THE ‘LVM’ all-metal fine 
leak valves incorporate a 
novel seal design giving 
them unrivalled response 
and reliability over a wide 
range of conditions, claims 
Vacuum Generators. The 
design virtually elimi- 
nates hysteresis and the 
small internal volume al- 
lows rapid cleanup, the 
company says, while an 
ultra-fine control actuator 
fitted to the LVM pro- 
vides high sensitivity. 
The valves can be 
used between 100 mbar 
and 10 x 10-l’ mbar with 
inlet pressures of ;O bar 
and bakeout tempera- 
tures up to 45O”CWith a 
long service life and mini- 
mal maintenance they 
are economical to use, 
Vacuum Generators repo 
rts. The LVM valves are 
available with port di- 
mensions to match most 
currently available valves. 
Kevin Nicholson, 
Vacuum Generators; tel: 
+44-1424851291; fax: +44- 
1424-489; e-mail: Kevin. 
Nicholson@vacgen.com 
designed to accept the 
RDl and RD2 rotary drives 
offered by VG’s range of 
sample handling equipment. 
Kevin Nicholson, 
Vacuum Generators, 
tel:+44-1424851291; fax: 
+44-1424- 851489; e-mail: 
Kevin.Nicholson@ 
vacgen.com. 
LVM series all-metal leak valve from Vacuum Generators. 
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Filmetric’s ‘F20’ thin film measurement system. 
Filmetrics introduces ‘F20’ 
thin film measurement system 
FILMETRICS Inc of San 
Diego, California, USA, 
has released the ‘F20’, a 
low cost, thin film mea- 
surement system for 
semiconductor and di- 
electric applications. The 
unit measures the thick- 
ness, refractive index and 
extinction coefficient of 
the thin films. 
The company says the 
F20 can measure virtually 
any film from 10 nm to 
50 pm thick. Fihn thick- 
ness and wavelength-de- 
pendent optical constants 
are determined by ana- 
lysing a sample’s reflec- 
tivity at 5 12 wavelengths. 
Reflectivity data are ac- 
quired in less than a 
second, according to 
Filmetrics, with measure- 
ment results typically 
available in less than two 
seconds. 
Complex structures 
such as Bragg reflectors, 
multi-layer filters and 
vertical-cavity layers are 
characterized using ‘Multi- 
Layer’, a sophisticated 
reflectivity simulation pro 
gram. MultiLayer is fully 
integrated into the F20 to 
allow simultaneous view- 
ing of measured and dis 
played spectra and fast 
modification to the simu- 
lated structure. 
The company says the 
F20 includes everything 
required for measure- 
ments including spec- 
trometer, light source, 
Pentium-based computer, 
fibre optic cables and 
lens assemblies. 
Dr Scott Chalmers, 
Filmetrics; 
tel: + l-619-554-0005; 
fax: + l-619-554-1311. 
